
 

THE ROTATION 

Stephen Strasburg (24 years old) – I bet Strasburg cannot wait for a season free of innings talk. While it 

dominated the conversation last year, it should be less of a focus this year as there is more of a halo 

around him as opposed to the 27 reams of bubble wrap from 2012. There’s been some talk about how 

he struggled in the wind down to his season with some attributing it to fatigue. He had a 6.43 ERA and 

1.57 WHIP in his final three starts across 14 innings, but he still struck out 14 batters and his velocity 

wasn’t obscenely out of place compared to his season-long or month-to-month figures: 

 

And while he did struggle in the first and last of those three, the start sandwiched in between was a six-

inning domination of the St. Louis Cardinals during which he held them scoreless allowing just two hits 

and one walk with nine strikeouts. They were easily his toughest opponent of the trio, too, as the other 

outings were a home-and-home with the Miami Marlins. There was also some speculation that the 

looming innings cap was bothering him. We will never have a definitive answer and frankly, it doesn’t 

matter anymore.  

The consistent message from the club is that Strasburg will get at least 200 innings which I guess could 

reasonably be seen as a cap, but it won’t have to be as aggressively managed. A 200-inning cap over 32 

starts is about 6.3 innings per outing. He averaged just 5.7 per in 2012 and never topped seven. When 

he was pitching, Strasburg was amazing. Though he didn’t qualify for the ERA crown, when you lower 

the threshold to 150+ innings, he led the league in strikeout rate (30%) and though his 3.16 ERA was 

“only” the 16th-best in baseball, his 2.87 FIP from Baseball Prospectus was tied with teammate Gio 

Gonzalez for the NL’s best mark.  

Additionally, he had a 1.16 WHIP and 7.4 percent walk rate. Like I said, he was amazing. And there is no 

reason to believe we won’t see a lot more of the same in 2013. In addition to his MLB-best fastball (by 

velocity), he has devastating secondary stuff as both his curveball and changeup yielded sub-500 OPS 

totals to batters in the plate appearances that ended on those pitches: 

 

Velocity season apr may jun jul aug sep last 3

4seam 96.6 96.7 96.8 97.1 96.4 96.2 96.2 96.1

sink 95.7 95.4 95.5 96.5 95.8 95.5 95.7 95.2

Pitch PA AVG OPS K

change 123 0.172 495 65

curve 119 0.150 397 57



Of pitchers who used a changeup and curveball at least a combined 900 times last year, Strasburg’s 447 

OPS against was third-best in baseball behind teammate Gonzalez and Justin Verlander. Verlander, 

Clayton Kershaw, and David Price are the widely regarded as the three best fantasy pitchers for 2013 in 

some order, but there is a very strong case to include Strasburg in there somewhere creating a quartet 

of bona fide studs worthy of the first/second round consideration.  

 

For as great as Strasburg was in 2012, his mechanics were still not all the way back to pre-surgery form. 

They say that pitch command is the last thing to return post-Tommy John surgery, and at the root of 

pitch command is consistency of timing, which Stras struggled to maintain relative to his rookie season. 

He carries the injury-precursor trifecta of extreme scapular load, elevated shoulder abduction (“inverted 

W”), and heavily-delayed rotation, the elements which conspire to induce elbow-drag when he is unable 

to properly time the delivery.  

Strasburg is particularly vulnerable when he becomes tired, at which point his timing becomes volatile 

and he tends to sacrifice posture. Basically, his injury risks stockpile as he fatigues, and this lethal 

combination effectively supports the Nats' controversial decision to shut Stras down last September. 

Jordan Zimmermann (27 years old) – Need another example of why the wins stat frustrates some 

people? Zimmermann is just 20-19 the last two years despite a 3.05 ERA and 1.16 WHIP in 357 innings 

spanning 58 starts. He made 32 of those starts last year and ended up with just 20 decisions and 12 

wins. There were 48 other pitchers to log 12 wins with a worse ERA than Zimmermann and 12 of those 

had an ERA north of 4.00 including Phil Hughes who was at 4.23 and logged 16 wins.  

Zimm kind of had two different seasons if you look at his approach from one half to the next.  

 

In the first, he was a groundballer with a weak strikeout rate, but excellent ratios that outpaced the 

strikeout deficiency. In the second half, he upped his strikeouts to a near-great level, but his groundballs 

went way down as did his results. His ratios were still good, but no longer elite. Zimm has talked before 

about pitching to contact to conserve pitches and go deeper into games. He was able to go essentially a 
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Half IP ERA WHIP GB% K% BB%

first 110.3 2.61 1.12 49% 16% 5%

second 85.3 3.38 1.23 36% 22% 6%



full inning more per start during his first half at around 6.7 innings per before dipping to 5.7 in the 

second. His pitches per plate appearance, unsurprisingly, rose in the second half: 

 

The difference between the first and second half comes to about 13 pitches per game. For his career, 

he’s thrown 16 pitches per inning and he was just-below that last year at 15.8 per inning. He is trying to 

develop a changeup to use against lefties which might help him maintain his strikeouts against them 

while utilizing fewer pitches. His iterations of a change have never been particularly useful and even 

scrapped his last year after using it just 69 times and seeing it beaten around the yard to the tune of a 

929 OPS in 21 PA (and that was just from singles and doubles).  

Early reports out of camp are that he is back at it and his current version is the best yet. Of course, 

Spring Training is filled with these kinds of uber-positive stories about changes (pun not intended) to 

player’s games that will make them exponentially better in the coming season.  

Despite the drastic change from half-to-half, Zimmerman remained one of the most consistent pitchers 

in the game. He went fewer than five innings just once and fewer than six only five other times besides 

that. Three of those outings would’ve been quality starts had he made it six (twice he went five even 

and the other was five and two-thirds). Speaking of quality starts, he had 24 in the 26 starts where he 

went six or more innings giving him a 75 percent QS rate, the sixth best in baseball. He was behind these 

no-names: R.A Dickey (82%), David Price (81%), Yovani Gallardo (76%), Clayton Kershaw (76%), and 

Justin Verlander (76%). For those keeping score at home, that was: the two reigning Cy Youngs from 

2011, the two Cy Young winners from 2012, and Gallardo – an excellent starter in his own right.  

Zimmermann has been one of my favorites for years and despite my penchant for strikeouts, he will 

remain such again in 2013. I’m confident in his ability to consistently adjust his game and maximize his 

abilities. I hold out hope that he can become a right-handed Cliff Lee-type and maintain an elite 

strikeout rate while also being extremely pitch efficient – Lee had a 25 percent K rate and 3.67 pitches 

per PA rate which is well below the 3.81 league mark – so he can go deep into games. The downside is 

that he is “only” like the 2011-2012 versions we have gotten used to with a 3.05 ERA and 18.9 K rate in 

357 innings. Sign me up.  

Pitches Total 1H 2H

LHB 4.0 3.7 4.3

RHB 3.7 3.5 3.9

K% Total 1H 2H

LHB 20% 18% 23%

RHB 18% 15% 22%

http://www.washingtontimes.com/blog/nationals-watch/2013/feb/16/jordan-zimmermanns-changeup-improving-and-drawing-/
http://www.federalbaseball.com/2013/2/17/3996752/washington-nationals-spring-training-2013-building-a-better-jordan-zimmermann
http://www.citizensofnatstown.com/home/2013/2/17/jordan-zimmermann-and-the-changeup


 

Zimmermann has quietly developed into one of the most efficient pitchers in the game. His delivery is 

quick and to the point, with no wasted energy. Balanced throughout, he repeats his motion 

exceptionally well, and he consistently lines up the delivery even though his momentum will 

occasionally drift between 60 and 70 on the scale.  

Zimmermann uses an open stride that works well with his personal signature, and the additional hip 

rotation combines with some additional load of the shoulder axis to produce top-level torque. Keeper 

league GM's, this is your final alert to acquire Jordan Zimmermann before his stock soars. 

Gio Gonzalez (27 years old) – Gonzalez exceeded the normal strikeout bonus for starting pitchers 

changing over from the American to National League as his 2.4 percent boost by passed the usual 0.9 

percent. He didn’t quite get the normal ERA savings, though, as his dropped just 0.23 to an excellent 

2.89 while the average dip is 0.30 when switching over. Walk rates are about even league-to-league so 

his 1.2 percent drop was nice and continuing a yearly trend for him. Since starting at a hideous 15.3 

percent back in 2008 he has been able to shave a bit off finally dipping below 10 percent last year (9.3).  

Despite a LOB rate that is dipping ever closer to the league average of 71.5 percent, his ERA is actually 

going down yearly, too. A career-high 78.1 percent in 2010 seemed destined for regression and did so in 

2011, but by just one percent and his ERA fell to 3.12 along with it. Then last year he lost three percent 

down to 74.1 percent, but his ERA was a career-best 2.89 as he appears to be rounding into the frontend 

starter many saw when he was a four-time top 100 prospect with Baseball America from 2006-2009.  

Gonzalez has managed to combine the factors that Zimmermann is hoping to put together in his arsenal. 

Gonzalez’s changeup took a big step forward in 2012 becoming a legitimate weapon against opposite-

handed hitters. Just 2.3 percent of his plate appearances that ended on changeups in 2011 were 

strikeouts (all against righties; he doesn’t throw it to lefties), but that number exploded to 22.7 percent 

in 2012; 14 more Ks from a whole number standpoint which essentially made up the entire difference as 

he went from 197 to 207. Meanwhile his groundball rate has stayed great at 47.5 percent in 2011 and 

48.2 percent last year.  

His ERA and strikeout rate have been great for the last three years, but his WHIP joined the party 

because he became nearly unhittable with a 6.73 H/9 rate that was bested by only Clayton Kershaw 

(6.72) among qualified starters. Kris Medlen tied Kershaw though he threw just 138 innings. While I 
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believe he has great stuff that can continue to flummox batters, I would really like to see the walk rate 

take a big jump forward (which actually means backward in terms of whole numbers since we’re talking 

about a stat where lower is better) before I can fully trust him as an unquestioned ace.  

 

Gonzalez used to struggle with finding his timing and release point, but he has steadily improved his 

mechanics over the past few years and he has made critical adjustments to his stride pattern. Gio once 

followed the common emphasis for lefties to create angle by using a closed stride, but more recently he 

has altered his delivery such that he now directs his energy straight at the plate. The change has allowed 

Gonzalez to hit more targets by taking advantage of his natural signature, a factor that also fixed his 

previous issues with repeating the delivery. 

Dan Haren (32 years old) – Haren was a perfect example of how even the surest things aren’t 

guaranteed when it comes to pitching. Haren made 33 or more starts for seven straight seasons leading 

into 2012 with 34 in four of the years and even 35 in one of them thanks to a mid-season trade that 

helped finagle the schedule in his favor. During the run he averaged 226 innings a year, a number that 

had been on the rise since 2008 peaking at 238.3 in 2011. Meanwhile his stats were great with a 3.49 

ERA and 1.15 WHIP. The mix of consistency and excellence made him one of my most highly 

recommended picks for 2012.  

Of course it all went to hell.  

Haren struggled with a balky back all season that even led to his first ever trip to the disabled list. He still 

made an acceptable 30 starts, but he was often fighting the pain while pitching, resulting in a 4.33 ERA – 

his worst for a full season and his first time north of 4.00 since 2006 – thanks in large part to a career-

worst 1.4 HR/9 rate. A flailing Haren maintains his control, but loses his command as we also saw in the 

first half of 2010 before he was traded to the Angels. This inevitably leads to a bevy of home runs 

because Haren is prone to pounding the zone, but without command and a lack of particularly strong 

velocity, he is going to get crushed.  
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Haren IP H ER ERA WHIP K% BB% HR/9

Sample A 1440.3 1341 542 3.39 1.13 21% 5% 0.97

Sample B 317.7 351 157 4.45 1.32 21% 5% 1.44



Sample A is his work from 2005-2011 minus the 141 innings with Arizona in 2010. Sample B is that 

Arizona work and 2012. In 2012, it came out from Haren that the back has been an issue for years, but 

he has been able to deal with it and stay great. I’m not certain it was the cause behind 2010’s struggles, 

but it was another sustained stretch where he struggled similar to the way we saw in 2012.  

There were still stretches of brilliance from Haren in 2012 meaning a healthy Haren will continue to be 

an effective one. He returned from the disabled list on July 22nd and looked strong in his first two 

outings, but the back flared up again so he had eight days off between starts. He was great on August 5th 

before a pair of disastrous outings on August 11th and 16th. He got another eight day reprieve, returning 

on August 25th. From there he closed with an exceptional eight-start run posting a 2.81 ERA, 1.02 WHIP, 

21.8 percent strikeout rate, and 2.7 percent walk rate in 48 innings.  

I’m definitely to go back to the well again in 2013 and trust what should be a healthy Haren, especially at 

a now-discounted rate. He was a top 50-60 pick in 2012 and now he’s in the 140-150 range.  

 

One of the great mysteries of pitching mechanics is how Haren can repeat such a ridiculous timing 

pattern. He completely halts his motion mid-stride, “stopping at the top” before re-initiating his 

momentum down the slope. The strategy limits his release distance in addition to creating an obstacle 

to pitch repetition, yet Haren is able to consistently sequence the delivery. His posture is typically below 

average, though he can minimize the spine-tilt when his peak mechanics are on display. 

Ross Detwiler (27 years old) – The opportunity opened up for Detwiler to prove that his mini-breakout 

from 2011 was legit and he did just that enjoying a career year complete with career-bests almost across 

the board. His 3.40 ERA was a bit higher than 2011’s 3.00, but he also threw 98.3 more innings so it’s 

understandable that he would experience a jump. It could’ve been worse considering his eight percent 

dip in LOB rate, but he was simply a better pitcher as he became especially stingy in empty bases and 

RISP situations with 632 and 676 OPS marks, respectively. League averages in those situations were 748 

and 739, respectively.  

Detwiler, despite his imposing 6’5 stature, doesn’t overpower batters despite some of the best left-

handed velocity in the game (his 94 MPH four-seamer is sixth-best just behind Gonzalez) instead relying 

on his defense to turn his myriad groundballs – career-high 51 percent in 2012 – into outs with a modest 

strikeout rate (15.3 percent) thrown in to take care of the rest. He is a great fifth starter and he should 
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http://www.baseballprospectus.com/pitchfx/leaderboards/index.php?hand=L&reportType=pfx&prp=P&month=&year=2012&pitch=FA&ds=velo&lim=200


be the fantasy equivalent for you. At 27 years old, improvement in his game isn’t out of the question, 

specifically an improved changeup that becomes a strikeout pitch against righties, but betting on such 

improvement at this stage isn’t wise so plan for an ERA just south of 4.00 and accept anything else as a 

bonus.  

POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTORS 

Chris Young (34 years old) – With a dearth of quality options behind their top five and some viable, but 

far-away prospects, they offered Young a minor league contract and Spring Training invite. He returned 

after essentially two full seasons missed (a combined 44 innings from 2010-2011) and gave the Mets 115 

below average innings with a 4.15 ERA, but he makes a perfectly suitable #6 with nearly 900 innings of 

MLB experience.  

He could bail the Nats out of pinch and give them a solid five here and there, but his massive flyball and 

thus home run tendencies were far more acceptable when he was fanning 20+ percent of batters faced 

and residing in Petco Park. Now, the blowup tendency is just too high to be a viable fantasy option in 

anything but the most favorable matchups and venues.  

Zack Duke (30 years old) – Duke is a poor man’s Detwiler at this point and he hasn’t been a full-time 

starting pitcher since 2010 when he posted a 5.72 ERA in 29 starts with the Pirates. So even if he 

somehow was thrust into a spot where he had to make some starts for the Nats, you could do better on 

any waiver wire, regardless of format. And if you couldn’t with a starting pitcher, just find a middle 

reliever.  

Yunesky Maya (30 years old) – The Cuban import whom they gave a four-year, eight million dollar deal 

to has been a bust thus far. He didn’t even hit the majors in 2012 instead logging a full season in Triple-A 

posting a 3.88 ERA and 1.19 WHIP, but striking out just 13 percent of his batters and allowing 1.1 

homers per game. In terms of interest level as a fantasy asset, Maya is just a right-handed Duke. No, not 

a kick-ass Duke, either.  

Ross Ohlendorf (31 years old) – A lesser version of Young, Ohlendorf was actually brought in earlier to 

address their lack of depth behind the rotation, but surely they realized that he wasn’t much of an 

upgrade over what they had so they opted for the more proven Young. He is routinely blasted around 

the park evidenced by his 23 percent line drive and 10 percent extra-base hit rate the last three years. 

He allowed more extra-base hits (91) than walks (83) in that span. 

Ryan Perry (26 years old) – Yes, this is the former Tigers prospect/MLB reliever of some acclaim. The 

Nats sent him to Double-A in the middle of 2012 to begin working as a starter where he was successful 

results-wise with a 2.84 ERA and 1.11 WHIP, but his components were weak as he had just a 16 percent 

strikeout rate and 7.6 walk rate. You would hope for better component statistics given the competition 

level in Double-A and his age, but he was pitching in the rotation for the first time as a pro.  

http://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/tenaciousd/cityhall.html


I can’t imagine any league format where you would draft him, but a hard-thrower like this (career 96 

MPH heater; 94.1 in 8 IP last year) could potentially make something of himself so keep the name stored 

just in case.  

PROSPECTS 

A.J. Cole (21 years old) – A bumpy 2012 saw Cole implode in the High-A Cal League only to rebound once 

demoted to the A-ball Midwest Leauge. Part of it is that the Cal League is a vicious home environment, 

but it wasn’t all that as he had mechanical problems that helped accelerate the offense normally found 

in that league. I couldn’t find any video, but both reports I read regarding his time in High-A Stockton 

said he was flying open and leaving the ball up which no doubt contributed to his frightening 1.7 HR/9.  

Though it was a different A-ball league, it was second time on that particular level and he dominated 

with a second chance. He was pretty sharp in A-ball as a 19-year old two years ago, and even better this 

time around he had a 2.07 ERA, 1.01 WHIP, 27 percent strikeout rate, and 5.1 percent walk rate in 95.7 

innings. The lanky righty still has huge upside and at 21, time is still on his side. His mid-90s fastball and 

strong changeup will carry him for now, but the progress of his curveball and command will determine 

whether or not he meets his firm #3 upside that borders on a #2 in a perfect-world scenario.  

Lucas Giolito (18 years old) – Like the Nats did in the 2012 draft, you’ll be taking a risk with Giolito in 

your minor league draft, but the upside is massive. His UCL injury dropped him to 16th and he had to be 

lured out of a UCLA commitment to sign. He would succumb to Tommy John surgery after just two 

professional innings, but of course that is not the death sentence it was years ago. In fact, it’s almost a 

foregone conclusion that a player will return from it these days. You can’t guarantee it, but the chances 

are strong and the Nats have a great track record with both Strasburg and Zimmermann.  

You’re going to have to wait even longer than if the 18-year old was starting his pro career in earnest 

this year, but again, the payoff could be a legitimate ace-level starter. The 6’6, 230-pound righty was 

being talked up as the top pick overall before the injury hit and he’d have been the first righty arm to 

ever go 1.1 so you know he’s pretty special. His strong three-pitch arsenal was led by a mid-to-high 90s 

heater that could reach triple digits and backed by advanced secondary stuff that included an excellent 

curveball and filthy low-80s changeup that simply baffled his high school competition. The injury isn’t 

likely to discount him much as he still popped up on both Baseball America and MLB.com’s top 100 

prospect lists. Though it’s not out as of this writing, he will probably appear on the Baseball Prospectus 

one, too.  

Nathan Karns (25 years old) – Drafted in 2009, Karns didn’t really start his pro career until last year 

missing all of 2010 and throwing just 55.3 innings in 2011 because of labrum surgery. His split 

assignment between A-ball and High-A went remarkably well from a results standpoint, but at 24 years 

old he was kinda swimming in the kiddie pool, even accounting for the delayed start to his career. The 

6’5, 230 pound Karns throws a 92-94 MPH power sinker that can reach the mid-90s at times and induces 

tons of groundballs. His curveball garners swings-and-misses and could become a true strikeout pitch. 

The pair all but assures him at least a future in the pen, but the development of the changeup will 



determine whether or not he can become a quality big league starter. I love the size and power sinker 

plus his age might encourage the Nats to be aggressive with him, so I’d take a shot on him in super deep 

leagues.  

Sammy Solis (24 years old) – Solis will be on the “pending” list of Nats TJ survivors after missing all of 

2012 from the surgery. He is slated to return in the early summer and ideally all of his low-to-mid 90s 

heat that helped make the 6’5, 230-pound Solis such a threat from the left side should return by year’s 

end. He may even be one of the lucky ones who add a tick to his fastball post-surgery. I saw him in the 

Arizona Fall League and was impressed with his changeup.  

His command of all three pitches (also has a curve) needed work when I saw him and that climb will be 

tougher now as TJ surgery basically resets the counter to zero when it comes to command and control. 

I’d prefer to put him on the watch list, especially if you’re in a league where you can pick up minor 

leaguers in season so you can see how things are going in July or August. Otherwise, you might look 

elsewhere and revisit in 2014. I really like Solis, but minors picks are too risky as a whole to bet on 

injured guys with mid-rotation ceilings.  

Matt Purke (22 years old) – Purke had can’t-miss #1 upside at TCU and that, folks, is why he is now 

exhibit 14 billion as to why pitchers are risky. The big lefty (6’4, 205 – Washington is just loading up on 

big arms, huh?) hasn’t been anywhere the TCU Purke since becoming a pro, whether in the Arizona Fall 

League back in 2011 or in Hagerstown for 15.3 innings in 2012. Surgery sapped some of his mid-90s 

velocity, but as a lefty and someone who was given a massive draft bonus, he will have a long leash and 

he isn’t beyond repair at 22 years old, but he’s just not someone I want to invest in at this point.  

Robbie Ray (21 years old) – Ray’s stats suffered in 2012 as he worked through several changes within his 

repertoire and mechanics. Lefties as a general rule of thumb take longer and Ray looks like he doesn’t 

plan on being an exception. He was a bit young for his level, too, though he will likely repeat High-A in 

2013 in hopes of ironing out the mechanical issues and establishing a firm arsenal around his four-

seamer with solid-average velocity (88-91 MPH), an average changeup, and a potentially average 

curveball. His ceiling is probably closer to a four than some analysts want to believe because of his age, 

but there is a non-zero chance he becomes a three. I know, it’s a ringing endorsement.  

Brett Mooneyham (23 years old) – Fitting that we’d finish off this system with a 6’5, 235 arm. 

Mooneyham was drafted by the Nats two years in a row boosting his stock from the 38th to 3rd round 

when it was all said and done. This all came after the Padres drafted him in the 15th round out of high 

school, so waiting it out worked for him. Despite being a college product, he is quite raw, but he does 

have low-90s velocity from the left side, a good changeup, and of course the big frame. He needs to 

refine his mechanics and subsequently improve his command markedly if he wants to maintain his 

prospect status. He’s a lottery ticket right now. Well, more so than all prospects are after just 42.3 pro 

innings.  


